Project North versus True North

Please Note: If you're new to Revit, you may be interested in my " Beginner's Guide to Revit
Architecture
" 84 part
video tutorial training course
. The course is 100% free with no catches or exclusions. You don't even need to sign-up. Just
enjoy the course and drop me line if you found it useful. The
full course itinerary can be viewed here

Welcome to this Revit Zone article on “Project North versus True North”. The facility to flip
between “Project North” and “True North” exists within Revit to allow you to both draw (and
detail) your building orthogonally and yet still display a site layout correctly (ie with North
pointing vertically upwards on the page.

This is one of those strange topics that’s much better demonstrated by a quick example that
reams of descriptive text. OK, so here goes……

Please note: For the purposes of this demonstration we are going to use an AutoCAD plan that
has been imported into Revit. This is quite a good way to demonstrate the concept really,
because (if you are like us) there are quite a few times when you will indeed bring a site plan (in
AutoCAD format) into Revit and then re-orientate it to suit.
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Here is the basic site plan brought into Revit using the “Import CAD” function….

You can see that the building (in the centre of the drawing) is orthogonally orientated- ie the
building is neatly aligned vertically and horizontally- so any plan views you create are all fine
and dandy. But let’s zoom in on the north point…
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You will notice that north does not point (vertically) up the page. When you come to produce a
view to act as a site plan, you would normally expect to see true north being straight up. If we
just select everything in our view and use the rotate command- then we will upset our building
plan views.

This is where the “Project North versus True North” function comes into play. It gives us the
facility to flip between showing how the building model would actually sit in plan view, with true
north being vertical on the page; and having the building plans sitting orthogonally (so nice and
neat) on a sheet.

So going back to our example, we have already determined that the building orientation (for the
purposes of plan views) is fine- we just need to adjust the display of True North, for site plan
views.

For every plan view you create, there is a parameter called “Orientation”. The value of this can
only be either “Project North” or “True North”. You will find this parameter if you right click on
any plan view and select “View Properties”…
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By default, every plan view has this parameter set to “Project North”. Let’s go ahead and create
a site plan and adjust it’s orientation so that True North is shown correctly. I will simply duplicate
the existing view to create a new view, which I will name “Site Plan”. I then change the
Orientation parameter (the one we just looked at) in this new view to “True North”. We are now
ready to adjust the view. To do so, we need to access the “Project Location” tab on the
“Manage” menu. At the bottom of this tab you will see the “Position” drop down tool- go ahead
and open it…..

We need to use the second tool on the drop-down, ie “Rotate True North”. As soon as we select
this, we will see the standard “rotate” tool appear on screen. We simply relocate the fulcrum to
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the centre of our north point symbol…..

and then go ahead and rotate the view so that the North point is vertical. Here is an image of
the site plan after we have done this…..
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It is important to note that we have only rotate the view and NOT the model itself. If we flick
back to the original view we created (which still has the Orientation parameter set to “Project
North”) we see that the building is still shown orthogonally….
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